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What Is Included? 

Residential Roof Care Bundle 

1 Inspection per year 

1 Trough cleaning per year 
Priority scheduling for emergency repairs 

(billed separately) 

Call us today to receive a quote for your home! 

Option #1 

Option #2 

1 Inspection per year 

2 Trough cleanings (Spring & Fall) 

Priority scheduling for emergency repairs 

(billed separately) 

You decide what is most important to you, as a homeowner! 

Custom plans are available upon request. 

15% Off a $500 repair 

For less than 

$45/mth! 



 

 

 

Why Get Your Roof Inspected? 

Every Roof Care Bundle starts with an Inspection... 

 Trusted and experienced professionals 

 Unbiased report with pictures and descriptions 

 No pressure to get unnecessary repairs 

 Track how your roof is aging so you 

can be prepared for when it needs to 

be replaced 

 If a repair is recommended, you will 

receive a quote detailing the work and 

the timeframe for when it should be 

completed enabling you to make 

informed decisions 

You have spent a lot of money on your home. 

You take pride in the plants and flowers 

that you have planted and the paint 

colours you have chosen for your 

walls. Every piece of furniture was 

carefully selected to show your 

personality and create a home for 

your family which is comfortable and 

inviting.  Your home is there to protect 

you when a family member is sick or when 

you have just had a stressful day at work.  And you know that in order for your home to take 

care of you…you need to take care of your home. 

Scheduling annual inspections of your roofing system is important because you want to make sure it will 

always be able to protect your family. But climbing up on a roof is a task best left for the professionals.  

Roofers know what to look for and are prepared with the right tools and equipment to get the job done 

properly. 

 Today’s tools include more than a ladder! 
Our skilled Service Technicians come prepared with the latest technology so they can take pictures 

while they are on your roof to properly document everything...the good and the bad. They also have 

tablets which allow them to prepare your report without delay. There are no lengthy delays necessary 

because we have given our Roofers everything they need and that means that you are getting the 

information straight from the person who actually stood on your roof! 



 

 

 

Taken Care Of 

Wouldn’t it be nice if all the arrangements were... 

Chouinard Bros. Roofing and Aluminum has 

been in business since 1974. That means that 

you will no longer have to deal with a company 

that opens up one year and has closed down the 

next. Our highly-trained Service Technicians have over a 

100 years of combined experience in the industry so 

they know how to take care of your property in 

the respectful manner you deserve. 

 

There are some things in life that you just don’t want to have 

to worry about...and cleaning your eavestroughs is one of 

them! And yet every Autumn you watch the leaves fall 

and collect in your gutters dreading the inevitable 

calls to find someone who can take care of this 

task for you. 

We have invested in the latest technology so we can complete the cleaning of your 

eavestrough efficiently and effectively from the ground. Using a telescopic poles that 

extend up to your troughs with a high-powered vacuum to remove the contents. The 

contents is collected in a canister that separates the liquid and debris so all of the 

garbage can easily be removed from your home. 

ADVANTAGES OF PRIORITY SCHEDULING 
Another advantage of signing up for the Roof Care Bundle is priority scheduling for 

repairs. Every homeowner who experienced the wind storms in 2018 knows that it 

was difficult to find anyone who could come out to your home to complete repairs. 

And when you felt forced to deal with an unknown company, you never knew what 

kind of quality you were getting for the money you were paying. 

Priority scheduling means: 

 No calling around 

 Knowing you are dealing with trusted 

professionals 

 Peace of mind 

 Quality repairs 

So why not leave it to a Company you 

already know and trust? 


